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Objective: The optimal red blood cell transfusion strategy for children remains unclear. We developed an individualized red blood 
cell transfusion strategy for children and tested the hypothesis that transfusion guided by this strategy could reduce blood exposure, 
without increasing perioperative complications in children.
Methods: In this randomized controlled clinical trial, 99 children undergoing noncardiac surgeries who had blood loss of more than 
20% total blood volume were randomly assigned to an individualized-strategy group using Pediatric Perioperative-Transfusion-Trigger 
Score or a control group. The amount of transfused red blood cell was counted, and patients were followed up for postoperative 
complications within 30 days.
Results: Twenty-six children (53.1%) in the individualized-strategy group received transfusion perioperatively, as compared with 37 
children (74%) in the control group (p < 0.05). During surgery, children in the individualized-strategy group were exposed to fewer 
transfusions than in the control group (0.87±1.03 vs 1.33±1.20 Red-Blood-Cell units per patient, p = 0.02). The incidence of severe 
complications in the individualized-strategy group had a lower trend compared to the control group (8.2% vs 18%, p = 0.160). No 
significant difference was found in the other outcomes.
Conclusion: This trial proved that red blood cell transfusion guided by the individualized strategy reduced perioperative blood 
exposure in children, without increasing the incidence of severe complications. This conclusion needs to be reaffirmed by larger-scale, 
multicenter clinical trials.
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Introduction
Allogeneic red blood cell (RBC) transfusion is an important therapeutic way in children with substantial amount of blood 
loss during surgery. Allogeneic transfusion can increase post-surgical risks, which has been reported to be associated with 
increased perioperative morbidity and mortality in children.1–3 Consequently, the benefits and risks of allogeneic RBC 
transfusion in children should be assessed carefully.

Current studies have demonstrated significant changes in RBC transfusion practices, among which are its restrictive 
strategy which has become a worldwide consensus.4–6 However, careful attention must be paid to the use of restrictive 
strategy in children, for the concern that it may lead to the risk of oxygen deficiency.7–9 This is why an individualized 
strategy that specifically considers the patients’ medical condition and respective age is necessary.

Evaluating oxygen supplied and consumption balance, we established an individualized transfusion strategy using 
“Perioperative-Transfusion-Trigger Score” in adults. We conducted a clinical trial of adult patients who underwent spinal 
surgery and the indicative results revealed this tailored approach was safe and cost-effective.10
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By taking account of these children’s age and their developmental stage, we designed a Pediatric Perioperative- 
Transfusion-Trigger Score (Pediatric-POTTS) (Table 1) that guides the transfusion in children. Based on this score, we 
designed the trial to test the hypothesis that transfusion guided by tailored approach could decrease blood exposure, 
without increasing perioperative complications in children.

Methods
Ethics and Consent of Participants
This study complies with the Declaration of Helsinki and the study protocol was registered at http://www.chictr.org.cn/ 
showprojen.aspx?proj=13361 (Registration number: ChiCTR-IRP-16007909). The protocol was reviewed and approved 
by the ethics committee of West China Hospital, Sichuan University (No. 2013–101). Informed consent in writing was 
obtained from all the children’s parents or legal guardians.

Study Design and Treatment Protocols
This study was designed as a prospective, open-label, randomized, controlled clinical trial, assessing the safety and 
efficacy of the individualized strategy in pediatric patients. Participants were randomly assigned to an individualized- 
strategy or a control group. By following the NIDCR Policy on Data and Safety Monitoring, the statistician and 
committee members were masked.

From June 2016 to June 2018, we enrolled children between 1 day to 14 years of age who were scheduled to undergo 
elective non-cardiac surgery with blood loss of more than 20% total blood volume at the West China Hospital of Sichuan 
University. Premature infants or low-birth-weight newborns (body weight <2500g), those who declined transfusion 
treatment, patients with chronic conditions such as cyanotic congenital heart disease, severe hematological disorders or 
hemoglobinopathy, metastasis of tumor or multiple tumors were all excluded from the trial.

The Pediatric Perioperative-Transfusion-Trigger Score
RBC transfusion in individualized-strategy group were guided by the Pediatric Perioperative-Transfusion-Trigger Score 
(Table 1), which is a modified model of the Perioperative-Transfusion-Trigger Score for adults. It consists of 4 items: 1) 
Minimum inhale oxygen concentration to keep pulse oxygen saturation ≥95%, which is a key clinical indicator for 
pulmonary function; 2) Infusion rate of adrenaline required to maintain an adequate cardiac output. Here, adrenaline 
could be replaced by other inotropic agents with equivalent potent infusion rates as different institutions or medical 
groups may choose another drug as their first line of inotropic; 3) Core body temperature, a clinical indicator of total 
body oxygen consumption; and 4) Age of the child.

Treatment Assignment
For all patients, both the hemoglobin (Hb) concentration and the Pediatric-POTTS were measured and taken before 
surgery, at completion of surgery, on the day of discharge, and whenever RBC transfusion was considered.

Table 1 Pediatric Perioperative-Transfusion-Trigger Score

Points 
Added

Adrenaline Infusion Rate 
(μg kg−1 min−1)

Minimum FiO2 to Keep  
SpO2≧ 95%

Core Body 
Temperature (°C)

Age Maximum 
Score

0 Not required <35% <38°C 7 −14y 10

+1 ≤0.05μg/kg per min 36–50% 38–40°C 1–7y 11

+2 >0.05μg/kg per min ≥51% >40°C 1m −1y 12

+3 _ _ _ Newborn (1–29 days) 13

Notes: The final score is the sum of 6 basal points plus all added points. Adrenaline Infusion Rate: is the rate of adrenaline infusion required to maintain an adequate 
cardiac output. FiO2%: refers to Fraction of Inspired Oxygen, is a clinical indicator for pulmonary function. Core Body Temperature: is a clinical indicator of total body 
oxygen consumption. Maximum Score: in every age group a maximum score exists, and its final score is to be no more than the maximum score displayed.
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In the individualized-strategy group, RBC transfusion triggered when the Hb concentration was below the Pediatric- 
POTTS. If the point of care Hb concentration was equal to or lower than the Pediatric-POTTS, RBC would be transfused 
(see Supplementary 1 Appendix to use Pediatric-POTTS).

The amount of RBC transfusion was set according to the formula:

In the control group, when the patient’s Hb concentration was lower than 8g per deciliter (newborn lower than 10g per 
deciliter), RBC transfusion would be initiated. The target Hb concentration was based on the decision of the physician, 
which was not subject to special restrictions.

During the 30-day follow-up period, Hb concentration was measured at least once every 6 hours after each 
transfusion and on hospital discharge. Any postoperative complications were observed and recorded daily. Follow-up 
after discharge were completed by telephone. Data were collected by trained research personnel and stored in West China 
Hospital. Statistician and members of the safety and data monitoring committee were unaware of the grouping 
allocations.

Outcomes
The primary outcomes were the utilization of RBC transfusion and perioperative complications by day-30. The 
secondary outcomes included ICU occupancy, ICU duration time, rate of mechanical ventilation, hospitalization costs, 
duration of postoperative care to discharge costs.

Statistical Analysis
We estimate that we need to enroll at least 90 children in order to detect an absolute reduction of 10% in RBC transfusion 
exposure in the individualized-strategy group compared to the control group, with an overall one-sided alpha of 5% and 
a power of 90%.

The statistical analysis of this study was performed using the SAS 9.1 statistical software. All statistical tests were 
performed on a two-sided test with an alpha of 0.05.

Preoperative demographic baseline characteristics were compared between individualized-strategy and the control 
group. We presented mean ± standard deviation or median [Interquartile range] for continuous variables as appropriate. 
Frequency (percentage) was used to summarize categorical variables.

The chi-square test was used to study transfusion rate and ICU occupancy rates between two groups. The Student’s 
t-test was used for comparison of the amount of RBC transfusion, time in ICU, hospitalization time and costs. A rank- 
sum test was used to compare the incidence of severe complications.

Results
Baseline Information
Two hundred and forty-two patients were eligible for participation in this trial (from June 2016 to June 2018), of whom 
142 were excluded. One hundred patients underwent randomization and one patient was withdrawn at a surgeon’s 
request. Therefore, a total of 99 patients enrolled in the study and were included in the final analysis, of whom 49 were 
placed in the individualized-strategy group and 50 in the control group (Figure 1).

Patients’ baseline characteristics were similar between the two groups. Hemoglobin concentrations at the time of 
randomization were similar (Table 2).

RBC Transfusion Rate
Twenty-six patients (53.1%) received RBC transfusions in the individualized-strategy group while 37 patients (74.0%) 
received RBC transfusions in the control group perioperatively (53.1% vs 74.0%; odds ratio, 0.40; 95% confidence 
interval [CI] 0.17 to 0.93; p = 0.03). In addition, the hemoglobin concentrations at discharge were 9.87±2.34 g per 
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deciliter in individualized-strategy group as compared to 11.03±1.53 g per deciliter in the control group (Difference in 
means, −1.16; 95% CI −1.95 to −0.38; p = 0.004). There were no significant differences in the amount of RBC 
transfusion per patient (162.25±305.25 mL vs 247.40±263.09 mL, p = 0.140).

During surgery, 24 patients (49.0%) received RBC transfusions, as compared with 34 patients (68.0%) in the control 
group (p = 0.055). Children in the individualized-strategy group were exposed to fewer transfusions than in the control 
group (0.87±1.03 vs 1.33±1.20 RBC units per patient; difference in means, −0.46; 95% CI −0.91 to −0.016; p = 0.043). 

Figure 1 Consort flow chart. 242 patients were eligible for the trial, of whom 96 had hemoglobin concentrations not dropping 20% of total blood volume, and 23 declined 
to sign informed consent, 11 declined by surgeon, 6 excluded because surgery was cancelled and 6 for other reasons. 100 patients underwent randomization and 1 patient 
was withdrawn at surgeon’s request. 99 patients were included in the final analysis, 49 in the individualized-strategy group, 50 in the control group.
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A smaller volume of RBC was transfused per patient in individualized group than that in the control group (123.67 ± 
186.34 vs 219.60 ± 250.00 mL per patient; difference in means, −95.93; 95% CI −184.02 to −7.83; p = 0.033).

During the period from postoperative to discharge, the number of transfused patients in both groups only had a small 
cohort of 6. There were no significant differences in the amount of RBC per patient (38.57±160.08 mL vs 27.80 
±82.23 mL, p = 0.67) postoperatively (Table 3).

Postoperative Complications
Of the group, 20 patients developed postoperative complications. According to our complication rating system 
(Supplementary 2 Appendix), grades 1 and 2 were defined as mild complications, grades 3, 4, and 5 were defined as 
severe complications. There were 1 patient with severe complication in individualized-strategy group and 3 patients in 
the control group. The 30-day postoperative mortality was equal in two groups. The prevalence of severe complication in 
the individualized-strategy group was no more than that in the control group (8.2% vs 18%, p = 0.160) (Table 4).

Secondary Analysis
The number of patients who were admitted to ICU after surgery was 26 (53.1%) in the individualized-strategy group and 
28 (56%) in the control group (p = 0.769). There were no significant differences in ICU duration between the two groups 
(55.69±85.74 h vs 54.14±96.16 h, p = 0.8). There were no statistical differences in mechanical ventilation time after 
surgery (5.43±17.23 h vs 2.70±4.00 h, p = 0.802). There were no significant differences between two groups in the total 
hospitalization costs (¥37,863.77±25,960.83 vs ¥41,991.12±24,421.14, p = 0.198), ICU costs (¥5858.00±9341.74 vs 
¥6899.45±12,332.26, p = 0.901), and postoperative costs (¥12,453.8±14,989.81 vs ¥11,405.93±11,713.63, p = 0.605) 
(Table 5).

Table 2 Baseline Characteristics of the Patients

Characteristic Individualized Group (n = 49) Control Group (n = 50) p-value

Age - in years 1.8 (0.375–4.705) 1.75 (0.40–4.375) 0.809

Male Sex - No.(%) 24 (49.0) 16 (32.0) 0.085

Body Weight - kg 12 (7–16) 10 (5.88–19.38) 0.517

Height - cm 85 (63.5–110) 80 (55.75—103.75) 0.410

ASA - No. (%) 0.904

I or II 39 (79.6%) 38 (76%)

III 9 (18.4%) 11 (22%)

IV 1 (2%) 1 (2%)

Preoperative Hemoglobin Concentration - g/dl 114 (99.5–126) 120 (112.5–129) 0.118

Type of Surgery - No.(%) 0.138

General 33 (67.3%) 32 (64%)

Orthopedic 11 (22.4%) 17 (34%)

Thoracic 5 (10.2%) 1 (2%)

Operation Time – min 145 (105–204) 156.5 (120–228.75) 0.423

Tumor – No.(%) 11 (24.5%) 12 (24%) 0.855

Notes: Data reported are as median (with interquartile range). Percentages have been rounded to its closest decimal.
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Discussion
When compared with the control group, the individualized-strategy group resulted in a 44.6% decrease for the number of 
patient exposure to transfusion and 35.7% reduction in the amount of RBC transfused. Meanwhile, this study found that 
there was no difference in the incidence of severe postoperative complications.

Surgeons, anesthesiologists, transfusion specialists, patients highly regard the use of over- and/or under-transfusion 
during surgery. However, decision-making surrounding pediatric perioperative transfusion, which is a dynamic and 
complex procedure may be affected by many factors.

Table 3 Red Blood Cell Transfusion

Variables (with Respective Measuring Units) Individualized Group 
(n = 49)

Control Group 
(n = 50)

Odds Ratio or Difference 
in Means (95% CI)

p-value

Intraoperative

RBC transfusion - No. of patients (%) 24 (49%) 34 (68%) 0.45 (0.20 to 1.02) 0.055

Units of RBC transfused per patient - u 0.87±1.03 1.33±1.20 −0.46 (−0.91 to −0.016) 0.043

RBC transfusion per patient - mL 123.67±186.34 219.60±250.00 −95.93 (−184.02 to −7.83) 0.033

Volume of RBC per transfused patient - mL/kg 19.68±1.75 27.45±4.27 −7.76 (−17.07 to 1.53) 0.099

Postoperative

RBC transfusion - No. of patients (%) 6 (12.2%) 6 (12%) 1.02 (0.31–3.42) 0.970

Units of RBC transfused per patient - u 0.26±0.85 0.17±0.48 0.09 (−0.19 to 0.36) 0.540

RBC transfusion per patient - mL 38.57±160.08 27.8±83.23 10.77 (−40.00 to 61.52) 0.674

Volume of RBC per transfused patient - mL/kg 20.71±4.98 32.67±9.02 −11.96 (−34.92 to 10.99) 0.272

Total

RBC transfusion - No. of patients (%) 26 (53.1%) 37 (74.0%) 0.40 (0.17–0.93) 0.030

Units of RBC transfused per patient - u 1.12±1.59 1.50±1.24 −0.38 (−0.94 to 0.19) 0.189

RBC transfusion per patient - mL 162.25±305.25 247.40±263.09 −85.16 (−198.75 to 28.44) 0.140

Volume of RBCs per transfused patient - mL/kg 22.95±13.51 30.52±27.67 −7.57 (−19.32 to 4.17) 0.202

Pre-discharge Hemoglobin concentration - g/dL 9.87±2.34 11.03±1.53 −1.16 (−1.95 to −0.38) 0.004

Notes: Data reported as means ±SD. Percentages have been rounded to its closest decimal. In China, one unit of red blood cell is collected for every 200mL of whole blood.

Table 4 Postoperative Complications

Grade Individualized Group (n.) Control Group (n.) p-value

1 6 1

2 3 6

3 0 1

4 0 1

5 1 1

Rank sum test 8.2% 18% 0.160
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There are significant differences in the practice of RBC transfusion in children11 and most of the recommendations for 
perioperative transfusion are based on hemoglobin or HCT (hematocrit).

Transfusion guidelines provide either trigger hemoglobin (the hemoglobin threshold for transfusion), target hemo-
globin (the target hemoglobin level after transfusion) and/or hematocrit levels to guide RBC transfusion in adults.12–15 

Apart from this, the guidelines also mentioned that varying factors such as age, bleeding volume, hemodynamic status or 
organ perfusion should be considered when deciding whether to transfuse or not.12,13,16

The American Society of Anesthesiologists Task Force on Perioperative Blood Management states that a restrictive 
RBC transfusion strategy may be safe, and further specifies, “the determination of whether hemoglobin concentration 
between 6.0 and 10.0 g/dL justify or require RBC transfusion should be based on potential or actual ongoing bleeding, 
intravascular volume status, signs of organ ischemia, and adequacy of cardiopulmonary reserve.16

Therefore, we designed this individual RBC transfusion strategy for children after taking into account all of the above 
factors. Red blood cells are the main carrier of oxygen in human body. The requirements to transfuse RBC depends on 
whether it could prevent or reverse tissue hypoxia which is caused by insufficient oxygen transport.17,18

As is known to all, the balance of oxygen supply and consumption is directly proportional to hemoglobin concentra-
tion, arterial oxygen saturation, cardiac output and inversely proportional to human oxygen consumption.19 Based on 
this, we used 1) infusion rate of adrenaline required to maintain an adequate cardiac output; 2) Minimum inhale oxygen 
concentration to keep pulse oxygen saturation ≥95%; 3) Core body temperature to establish the Perioperative-Transfusion 
-Trigger Score to guide RBC transfusion in adults. We integrated age in Pediatric Perioperative-Transfusion-Trigger 
Score because ranges for hemoglobin concentration in children change with age.20,21 More importantly, this semi- 
quantitative score could be applied by any physician without special equipment and complex measurement.10,22

From our results, it can be concluded that the pediatric individual transfusion strategy did reduce perioperative blood 
exposure in children. The reason why this strategy was able to reduce the amount of RBC transfusion may be 
multifactorial. First, this strategy was based on restrictive transfusion strategies, setting a minimum hemoglobin threshold 
in the best status of children. Second, when the transfusion target was reached, RBC transfusion stopped immediately.

There are individual differences in children’s tolerance to anemia. We were able to identify and treat children of 
insufficient oxygen supply by the transfusion strategy using Pediatric-POTTS, which guaranteed those children to receive 
enough oxygen to prevent further damage.

Furthermore, the Pediatric-POTTS is a dynamic measurement. With the change of clinical condition of patients, 
repeated evaluations could be carried out to determine whether RBC transfusion was needed, which would provide 
a prompt solution to patients’ needs.

In the control group, we chose the strategy of starting RBC transfusion when Hb concentration was lower than 8g per 
deciliter (newborn less than 10g per deciliter), which was recommended by the guideline of RBC transfusion from the 
European Society of Anesthesiology.13,23

Table 5 ICU Occupancy and Hospitalization Costs

Variables Individualized Group Control Group p-value

CU occupancy - No. of patients (%) 26 (53.1%) 28 (56%) 0.769

ICU duration – in hour 55.69±85.74 54.14±96.16 0.8

Mechanical ventilation - No. of patients (%) 26 (53.1%) 28 (56%) 0.769

Mechanical ventilation time – in hour 5.43±17.23 2.70±4.00 0.802

Total hospitalization costs – amount in ¥ 37,863.77±25,960.83 41,991.12±24,421.14 0.198

ICU costs – amount in ¥ 5858.00±9341.74 6899.45±12,332.26 0.901

Postoperative cost - amount in ¥ 12,453.8±14,989.81 11,405.93±11,713.63 0.605

Note: Data reported as means ±SD.
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There are certain limitations in our study. First of all, this study was completed under the condition of a single-center 
study with a sample size of 99 patients that included general surgeries, orthopedic surgeries, and a small number of 
thoracic surgeries. It did not include any cardiac surgery or neurosurgery. In addition, we were unable to detect any 
meaningful differences in its secondary clinical outcomes. Due to the low incidence of transfusion adverse reactions as 
a whole in pediatrics,24 there were no reports of pertinent transfusion reactions in the study. Thirdly, when acute massive 
blood loss occurred, this strategy did not deem to be applicable. Thus, decisions still need to be made quickly based on 
the experience of anesthesiologists and surgeons.

With the findings of this study, we now plan to conduct a multicenter, randomized, large-sample trial to produce 
a stronger evidence case. We are eager to observe whether individualized RBC transfusion strategy will affect long-term 
prognosis and neurodevelopment of children who undergo surgeries.

Conclusion
This trial demonstrated that the individualized RBC transfusion strategy with Pediatric-POTTS can significantly reduce 
intraoperative blood exposure in children, without increasing the incidence of severe complications. This conclusion 
needs to be reaffirmed by larger-scale, multicenter clinical trials.

Data Sharing Statement
The data that support the findings of this study will be available from the corresponding author, Xiaoqiang Li, upon 
reasonable request. All of the individual participant data collected during the trial will be available after deidentification. 
The data will be made available immediately following article publication, with no end date.
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